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Abstract
Fire investigation is arguably one of the most difficult areas of investigation. The fire
scene and available evidence has often been burnt, melted, smoke stained, water damaged
and trampled on, but the fire investigator still has to make important distinctions between
whether a fire was accidental or deliberate (arson). Modern fire investigations often rely
on portable electronic detectors to identify ignitable liquid residue (ILR), or accelerant
detection canines (ADCs), trained on a number of target substances. An analysis of cases
from England and Wales, the United States of America (USA) and Canada demonstrate
that sophisticated admissibility frameworks have not been effective in rejecting opinion
testimony given by investigators and dog handlers that unconfirmed dog alerts where
laboratory tests were negative provided proof of arson. This is problematic and

controversial, and the authors conclude that such testimony is not compatible with
modern forensic or scientific standards and should not be admitted into courts.
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Introduction
If someone said that dogs have provided ‘irrefutable’ evidence in criminal courts, this
would most likely be met with skepticism, laughter or disdain. However, this is what has
happened in several jurisdictions, largely enabled by admissibility frameworks that treat
such evidence as capable of belief. The dog does not appear in court to woof its
testimony. Instead its evidence is heard through a proxy or an intermediary, namely the
dog handler. That dogs have an olfactory system that far exceeds that of humans is
accepted and not refuted. However, that ‘dog testimony’ has been the known source of
wrongful convictions also needs to be acknowledged. For example, William Dillon was
convicted of murder in Florida, USA, in 1981 and spent nearly 27 years in prison based
on testimony from a dog handler, questionable eyewitness identification and a jailhouse
informant. The dog handler testified that his dog had linked Dillon to the crime scene and

a T-shirt worn by the perpetrator.1 DNA testing of the T-shirt, which had the victim’s
blood on it, excluded Dillon and he was exonerated in 2008.2 This is only one example of
a dog handler exaggerating or misunderstanding the capability of their dog in a criminal
investigation and subsequent court case. Many more cases exist from a variety of fields
including fire and arson investigations.

The first half of this article focuses on fire and arson investigations, the detection of
accelerants and a number of critical issues that are associated with this process. Fire
investigations should be scientifically and forensically sound and produce evidence that
can be presented in court. The use of accelerant detection canines (ADCs), dogs trained
to indicate the presence of an accelerant, is common in fire investigations. Once such a
dog has alerted, samples must be taken and the presence of a potential accelerant needs to
be confirmed in a laboratory, through scientific testing. Nevertheless, in a number of
cases from England and Wales, the United States of America (USA) and Canada,
evidence from unconfirmed dog alerts have been admitted into courts, with fire
investigators or dog handlers giving opinion expert evidence, even when subsequent
laboratory tests were either never conducted or where these test were negative. Problems
associated with tunnel vision and case construction are known to occur in criminal
investigations where, instead of an unbiased fact-finding mission, all focus is on one
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particular suspect and only evidence that supports the guilt of that suspect is used in the
narrative of the favoured hypothesis of what happened.3 Fire investigations can be seen as
particularly vulnerable to some of these problems as they are the starting point for any
criminal investigation, and the fire investigator has to make the important decision of
whether a fire was accidental or deliberate (arson). Furthermore, these decisions will
influence any subsequent court proceedings.

The second half of this article focuses on the admissibility frameworks of England and
Wales, USA and Canada. These three jurisdictions are all shaped by the English common
law and share broad similarities in how the admission of expert opinion evidence is
regulated, which make them suitable for comparison. Cases where unconfirmed ADC
alerts have been used in court are analysed, and a number of key points to consider when
dealing with such evidence are identified. There are concerns over the way in which
unconfirmed dog alerts are admitted into courts with little or no scrutiny. The probative
value of an unconfirmed dog alert is minimal, but the prejudicial effect can be immense.

The article concludes that under no circumstances should dog alerts that have not been
confirmed through laboratory testing of samples from the fire scene be allowed to be
presented in court as proof of arson, through opinion expert evidence given by fire
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investigators or dog handlers. It is argued that such evidence is not compatible with
modern scientific and forensic methods, standards and principles. Unconfirmed dog alerts
must be seen as problematic and controversial as these can be the source of grave
miscarriages of justice, including wrongful convictions.

Fire investigations and the scientific method
It is vital that all forensic science expert testimony is methodically robust. 4 Fire
investigation is a specialised discipline of forensic science5 that can often be seen as a
world unto itself. It is a complex and demanding endeavor that takes place in a hazardous
environment, exposing investigators to scientific and professional challenges not found in
other fields of forensic science.6 Fire investigation is often known as ‘origin and cause’
investigation based on the need for every investigation to answer the two core questions
of where and how the fire started. To be able to do this, a fire investigator must have a
thorough understanding of many technical and engineering disciplines ranging from fire
science and the combustion properties of fuels, through thermodynamics and heat release
rates, to building construction and electrical supply equipment. In addition to scientific
and technical information, a fire investigator also needs to be able to accurately assess
more subjective evidence such as conflicting witness testimony or unpredictable human
behavior.
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In order to avoid becoming overwhelmed by the demands of an investigation, and to
maintain focus when faced with the often tragic and destructive effects of fire, it is vital
that fire investigators follow a systematic and analytical approach. 7 The recommended
approach is based on the scientific method, the methodology that forms the foundation for
legitimate scientific and engineering processes.8 The scientific method can be applied to
fire investigations through a logical and systematic cycle of observation, hypothesis,
experimentation and verification.9 Fire investigators are expected to collect data, develop
testable theories and then continuously refine working hypotheses until a final conclusion
is drawn.10

This methodology clearly illustrates that the process of fire investigation is one of
inferring conclusions from given facts. In legal terms an inference drawn from a fact is an
opinion,11 therefore a fire investigator’s determined cause of fire is an opinion. Indeed,
unless the fire investigator was present when the fire started and observed the ignition
process, the cause of a fire determined will always be an opinion and not a fact. In legal
proceedings, for a cause of fire to be introduced as a relevant fact the court must be
satisfied that it is indeed a fact and this should never be achieved as a cause of fire is an
7
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inferred opinion. Opinion evidence can only be introduced in court through expert
witness testimony that has satisfied the relevant admissibility framework and associated
rules of evidence. In effect this means that all fire investigation testimony regarding the
origin and cause of a fire should be treated as expert evidence. In order to give such
evidence in court fire investigators must therefore be regarded as an expert witness and
prove that they have the knowledge and experience required to give reliable expert
testimony.

There are few fields of study where the ability of experts to disagree after analysing the
same factual evidence is more of a problem than in fire investigation.12 The problem is
amplified with fires involving fatalities or major losses, which often end in court
proceedings or complicated litigation. These serious and often tragic fires tend to focus
public attention on the magnitude and cost of the fires and this can complicate the
investigator’s core role of finding the origin and cause.13 The use of the scientific
methodology and the associated peer review protocol is specifically aimed at increasing
the reliability of fire investigation opinion testimony, although experience continues to
show that the more severe the effects of the fire, the greater the chance of disagreement
between investigators.14
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Arson investigations
The problems associated with fire investigation are further compounded when the fire is
intentionally set. All investigations into fires that are deliberately caused not only have to
determine the origin and cause of the fire, but these also need to establish the person or
persons responsible and then provide proof to the trier of fact. 15 In law, the intentional
setting of fires is usually referred to as arson and, in general terms, arson can be defined
as the willful and malicious burning of a person’s property.16 However, specific legal
definitions of the crime of arson vary across jurisdictions.

In England and Wales arson is legislated against under the terms of the Criminal Damage
Act 1971. Under section 1 of the Criminal Damage Act 1971 criminal damage occurs
when a person without lawful excuse destroys or damages another person’s property
intentionally or recklessly. Arson is defined as the offence of criminal damage where the
property is destroyed or damaged by fire.17 In the USA the picture is more complicated as
there are fifty-two criminal codes; the Federal Code overlaying that of each of the fifty
states and the District of Columbia. Each code contains specific provisions for the
requirements of the crime of arson. However, the Model Penal Code, regarded as the
closest thing to a USA penal code, provides that a person is guilty of arson if they start a
fire or cause an explosion with the purpose of destroying a building or occupied structure
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of another, or destroying or damaging any property with the purpose of collecting
insurance on the loss.18 The Criminal Code of Canada contains several provisions for the
crime of arson, each sharing the definition that a person is guilty of an offence if they
intentionally or recklessly cause damage by fire or explosion to property.19

Although there are differences in the way arson is defined across jurisdictions, and
therefore variations in the elements of each offence, the fire investigation into the origin
and cause of the fire can be regarded as the most important part of any arson
investigation.20 This is because, unlike in many crimes, the fire scene must first be
investigated in order to ascertain whether or not a crime has even taken place. It is the
conclusion of the fire investigator that the fire was the result of a deliberate act that will
result in a criminal investigation into who was responsible for the crime. This means that
the determination that a crime has taken place and that a criminal investigation is required
depends on the opinion of the fire investigator.

The determining of a fire as caused by an act of arson by a fire investigator therefore has
consequences. Suspects charged with and found guilty of arson can expect to see the
courts imposing substantial sentences including life imprisonment. In states in the USA
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where the death penalty is practiced, instances of arson that result in fatalities may
ultimately end with a death sentence. With such serious potential implications to a
convicted suspect, the evidence underpinning the investigator’s opinion that a fire is
indeed a crime of arson is critical.

However, it is a fact that in many cases of incendiary fires there is little physical evidence
of their cause. Fires that are deliberately started with the application of a naked flame to a
combustible item will leave little or no evidence of the act.21 Without definitive physical
evidence of the ignition source the fire investigator may have to rely on the analysis and
assessment of data such as burn patterns, smoke staining or estimates of when the fire
started to reach a conclusion that a fire had a deliberate cause. This type of evidence is
subjective and is open to the individual interpretation of investigators, which means that
opinions based on such data could be considered less reliable evidence when used in
court. Indeed, the misinterpretation of damage patterns by fire investigators have resulted
in many wrongful convictions for arson and were identified as a contributory factor in the
conviction of Cameron Todd Willingham in Texas, USA, which ultimately led to his
execution even though an overwhelming number of experts in fire sciences believe he
was innocent.22
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Investigators of arson are faced with the problem that the most important element of the
investigation may be the one with the least available physical evidence. Without evidence
of the actual ignition source the fire investigator will need to logically infer the ignition
sequence from additional data. In such cases, evidence that supports the hypothesis that a
fire is the result of arson will assume a greater degree of importance than had evidence of
the ignition source been available. One type of corroborative evidence that is regarded as
providing compelling evidence to support the conclusion of arson is proof that an
accelerant was used in the commission of the offence.23

Accelerants
In fire investigation terms, an accelerant is defined as a fuel that is used to initiate or
increase the intensity, or speed of spread, of fire.24 This definition can be regarded as
containing two important considerations in relation to the use of accelerants in starting
fires: (i) the types of fuels which are effective accelerants, this covers a wide range of
substances, and (ii) for a particular substance to be classed as an accelerant it must have
been used for that specific purpose.

Fuels such as paper and kindling wood are commonly used to start legitimate and
controlled fires such as bonfires or fires contained in grates for heating. The use of such
simple solid fuels, particularly if they are available at the scene, can be equally effective
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at starting arson fires. These types of accelerants are not only hard to detect and identify
as such in the post fire debris, but also the use of these types of common materials
minimises the need for materials to be brought to the crime scene, limiting opportunities
to link the arsonist with the fire.25

Despite the advantages to the arsonist of a simple and readily available solid fuel, or
perhaps because of them, the most common type of accelerant detected by investigators is
ignitable liquid. Petrol can be regarded as the most commonly encountered accelerant as
it is readily available, inexpensive and easily transported. In addition, it is widely
understood that petrol is easy to ignite and will burn with sufficient energy to facilitate
fire spread.26 However, many other types of ignitable liquids may be used as accelerants
including other petroleum based products such as white spirit or lighter fluid, or nonpetroleum based liquids such as methylated sprits or bio-ethanol.

Whichever substance is found, its presence alone within a fire scene does not necessarily
mean that it should be classed as an accelerant. A fire investigator must determine
whether it has been used to facilitate the ignition or spread of the fire. It is vital therefore
that the presence of the substance is understood in relation to its context within the fire
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scene.27 To establish whether or not a detected fuel source is actually an accelerant, the
fire investigator must determine what the fuel source is and why it is there.

Determining what fuel is actually present is equally important with ignitable liquids as
with other fuels. The use of products containing ignitable liquids has increased over the
past few decades and it is common to encounter these ‘incidental’ ignitable liquids during
a fire scene investigation.28 For example, the presence of ignitable liquid in a domestic
bedroom fire may raise suspicions but if the substance was acetone, a common
constituent of nail varnish remover, there could be a valid reason for its presence.
However, if the liquid was identified as petrol then an innocent explanation could be
more difficult to establish. Furthermore, the investigator must understand why the fuel is
present in the scene. It is the specific use of the substance to aid the ignition or spread of
the fire that will confirm the presence of an accelerant. It is therefore important that the
effect that the presence of the suspected accelerant had on the development of the fire is
understood. This will necessitate the fire investigator taking into account the combustion
characteristics of the identified substance when interpreting the physical evidence from
the fire scene.

It is sometimes difficult to satisfy both the identification and context criteria with simple
and readily available solid fuels, therefore the detection of ignitable liquid in a fire scene
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is often viewed as providing the best forensic evidence for establishing beyond
reasonable doubt that a fire is a criminal case of arson. As a result many prosecutions for
arson depend on the presence of an ignitable liquid accelerant.29

Detection of ignitable liquid accelerants
Virtually all ignitable liquids are volatile organic compounds. This volatility means that
they are easily ignited and burn rapidly, making them effective accelerants. Even if the
liquid does not burn, the high ambient temperatures found during a fire will cause it to
vaporise quickly. As a result the detection of any ignitable liquid within the debris of a
fire can be problematic and in some cases impossible. It is only liquid that has been
protected from the flames and heat of the fire that will still be present during the post fire
scene examination. The traces that remain are generally referred to as ignitable liquid
residue (ILR).30

Fire investigators have long recognised the importance of being able to reliably detect the
presence of an ILR in a fire scene. Early descriptions of attempts to locate petroleum
products in fire debris date back to 1911 and, in the decades that followed, a number of
accounts of varying techniques for the detection and collection of ILR were published.31
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Not all of these could be described as ‘scientific’, such as a 1945 fire investigation book
that recommended the tasting of samples of fire debris as an appropriate method.32

Although tasting may now be regarded as an unusual and redundant technique, the use of
smell by investigators to identify the presence of ILR is considerably more common. The
sniffing of fire debris was a recognised method in many early texts and is still listed as an
acceptable technique in modern fire investigation standard references.33 There is no doubt
that some ignitable liquids, such as petrol, do have a readily identifiable smell. However
the sniffing of debris is undesirable for a number of reasons. Firstly, the fire scene will
contain toxic and harmful substances that should not be inhaled. Secondly, the human
nose is very subjective in its perception of odours and is easily fatigued. In addition,
some ignitable liquids do not even have a characteristic smell and all undergo physical
and chemical change during a fire, essentially altering their odours.34 These factors,
together with the fact that only small quantities of ILR will remain in the debris after a
fire, mean that the use of smell should be considered a highly unreliable method of
detection.

In reality most modern fire investigators have two alternative methods available for use at
fire scenes to detect the presence of ILR in the fire debris: portable electronic detectors or
a fire investigation search dog, commonly known as an accelerant detection canine
32
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(ADC). Portable devices can offer a great deal of sensitivity and can therefore detect
potential ILR at very low levels but the detection is not specific to ignitable liquids.35 As
a result electronic detectors often give false positives by reacting to substances other than
ILR, and false negatives by failing to detect certain types of ILR that may actually be
present.

In contrast, the ADC is trained to respond to and alert on specific ILRs. The first ADCs
were introduced following a pioneering program undertaken at the request of the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms36 in the USA in the early 1980s. The aim of the
program was to transfer the skills of explosives trained search dogs into the fire scene
environment in order to improve the detection of ILR.37 The program was a success as
the dogs proved to be a valuable tool. As a result the use of ADCs expanded throughout
the USA and then to other countries, with the first dog in the United Kingdom (UK)
becoming operational in 1996.38 The continued use of ADCs can be considered as one of
the most significant advances in the fight against arson,39 and ADCs are now a common
feature in fire investigation teams in the USA, the UK and Canada.
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Common target substances for ADCs include petrol, diesel, paraffin, lighter fuel, white
spirit, barbecue lighter fluid, turpentine substitute, cellulose thinners, methylated sprits
and acetone. Dogs are understood to have an olfactory capability at least forty-four times
better than humans and are capable of being trained to detect ILR with a high degree of
sensitivity and discriminatory power.40 In addition ADCs can complete the search of a
fire scene considerably quicker and with greater accuracy than a fire investigator armed
with an electronic detector.

The success of ADCs and the close relationship between the dogs, their handlers and fire
investigators means that investigators of arson are often the most ardent supporters of the
use of canines in the search for ILR.41 In addition, the dog plays a special role in popular
culture and their ability to perform amazing and unusual feats is often unquestioned.42 As
such it is not uncommon to find reports of outstanding performance by ADCs. Examples
include a dog handler giving evidence during criminal court proceedings that their dog
was “100% correct, every time”,43 another handler identifying a specific ILR in court
based on the response of their dog,44 and a UK fire service website claiming that their fire
investigation dog can differentiate between hydrocarbons produced during combustion
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from those introduced by an arsonist.45 These types of performance claims are disputed
by established research data. Although the canine’s olfactory system is widely relied on,
the system itself is not completely understood and it is not known what exactly triggers a
dog alert.46 It is therefore unclear which specific chemical compounds, or combinations
of chemical compounds, produce a positive indication as the canine is trained on a range
of target substances.

During the pyrolysis process, which is necessary for the combustion of most fuels, the
solid or liquid fuel undergoes a thermal degradation into smaller volatile molecules.
Pyrolysis of a given material can produce many different thermal degradation substances
known as pyrolysis products. Modern synthetic polymers produce pyrolysis materials that
are identical to those found in ILR and these residual petroleum distillates can trigger an
alert by an ADC. Such alerts are known as false positives as they can occur where no ILR
is present.47

These factors mean that a positive indication for the presence of an ILR in a fire scene,
from either an electronic detector or an ADC, should not be regarded as proof of the
presence of an ignitable liquid. Both these techniques of detection should be treated as
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presumptive tests for ignitable liquids due to the possibility of a false positive result being
obtained. Confirmation of the presence of, and the identification of, an ignitable liquid
can only be achieved by the examination of a suitable sample by a qualified analyst in a
laboratory environment or on scene if suitable portable equipment is available. Hence
electronic detectors and ADCs should be considered as tools for helping a fire
investigator select and obtain quality samples for laboratory examination.48 Laboratory
testing of a sample from a potential detection may result in a negative result for the
presence of an ignitable liquid. This could be due to the absence of any ILR in the
sample, the presence of an ILR below detection limits, or from the presence of interfering
products. Interfering products include precursory products, pyrolysis products,
combustion products and firefighting products and are defined as those substances that
interfere with the analysis process and prevent the proper identification of ILRs.49

When ADCs first became operational it was widely accepted that the dogs could detect
ILR at a level below the capability of laboratory equipment. However, the sensitivity of
analytical equipment has improved significantly in recent decades and these instruments
have increasingly lower detection limits. These advances mean that ILRs that previously
were only detectable by ADCs can now be detected without a canine response.50
Whatever the reason for the failure to detect ILR in a laboratory sample, a negative result
48
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means that there is no physical evidence for the presence of ILR in the fire debris. Such
positive detector alerts that result in negative laboratory tests are known as unconfirmed
alerts.51

Even if a detection method has accurately located an ILR in a fire scene and a
confirmatory identification has been obtained, it must still be established whether or not
its presence can be considered to be an accelerant. Even laboratory testing cannot
differentiate between an incidental ignitable liquid and an ignitable liquid accelerant. To
establish the presence of an accelerant, the identification of the detected substance is
required together with an analysis of its context within the fire scene.52

An indication from an electronic detector or from an ADC can therefore provide no proof
of either the presence of an ignitable liquid or of the use of an accelerant. A fire
investigator or dog handler carrying out a search for ILR could be expected to give
evidence in court regarding a positive alert only with regard to the process of identifying
relevant samples for further examination. This has proven to be the case with electronic
detection methods. However, despite the disagreement of the scientific community,
unconfirmed canine alerts have been, and continue to be, presented in criminal courts as
evidence of the presence of an accelerant.53
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Admissibility of expert evidence in England and Wales
It is generally recognised that the case of Folkes v Chadd (1782)54 provided the legal
precedent for the admittance of modern expert witness testimony in English law. In
Folkes v Chadd an appeal court advised that an expert’s opinion should be deemed
admissible if it furnished the court with information that was beyond the common
knowledge and experience of the jury.

The admissibility framework for expert evidence was clarified in R v Turner55 in 1975,
which reiterated that an expert’s opinion can be adduced only if it is based on admissible
facts and will furnish the court with scientific information which is likely to be outside of
the knowledge and experience of a judge or jury. The ruling went on to say that if, on the
proven facts, a jury could form their own conclusions then an expert would be
unnecessary.

These guidelines were subsequently expanded upon by the regular citing in the Court of
Appeal (Criminal Division) for England and Wales of the 1984 decision in the South
African case of R v Bonython.56 The admissibility of expert evidence in Bonython was
determined by three factors; whether a person without specialist knowledge would be
able to reach a sound judgement on the matter in question without an expert, whether the
matter formed part of a body of knowledge which is sufficiently recognised to be reliable
54
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and whether the expert has sufficient knowledge or experience to be able to give an
expert opinion.57

Further clarification on the admissibility of expert testimony was given in R v Robb58 in
1991 and R v Stockwell59 in 1993. In Robb it was held that the technique, methodology or
field of knowledge with which the expert had based their opinion did not have to be
either scientific or generally accepted to be admissible but must be sufficiently
established to be reliable. The introduction of testimony based on new developments in a
field of study were considered in Stockwell with the court ruling that these could be
admitted providing they had a proper foundation.

Despite these apparent safeguards on how and when expert evidence could be adduced
senior members of the judiciary continued to express concern that unreliable expert
testimony was being far too easily admitted by the courts. Moreover, flawed expert
evidence was held responsible for a number of serious miscarriages of justice.60 These
flaws included expert opinion that was not based on facts, that had been reached by
following an unsound methodology or were outside of an expert’s area of expertise. In
short, expert evidence was being admitted too freely, challenged too weakly and accepted
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too readily.61 Ironically, even the expert testimony given in Robb was discredited by the
courts in 2003; albeit the conviction stood.62

The Law Commission subsequently carried out a public consultation63 and published a
report in 2011 that made a number of recommendations aimed at improving the reliability
of expert evidence. The key proposals were for the Government to introduce a statutory
admissibility test, where expert evidence would only be adduced if it was deemed
sufficiently reliable.64 The Government declined to legislate, instead proposing minor
amendments to the existing Criminal Procedure Rules. These changes fell short of the
recommendation for a statutory test and were aimed at providing judges with more
information about the proposed expert evidence and it was hoped these would go some
way to reducing the risk of unsafe convictions.65

In 2016 the Supreme Court of United Kingdom (UK) ruled on a case brought in Scotland,
Kennedy v Cordia LLP.66 The judgment gave clearer guidance on when expert testimony
should be allowed. It set out four considerations which govern the admissibility of expert
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evidence, known as skilled evidence in Scottish proceedings, and all four considerations
were deemed to apply both to opinion evidence and expert evidence of fact:

(i) Whether the proposed skilled evidence will assist the court in its task;
(ii) Whether the witness has the necessary knowledge and experience;
(iii) Whether the witness is impartial in the presentation and assessment of the
evidence; and
(iv) Whether there is a reliable body of knowledge or experience to underpin the
expert’s evidence.

The Supreme Court judgment can be seen to formally bring together the relevant legal
precedents regarding expert evidence stretching back to Folkes v Chadd. However,
whether this judgment fundamentally improves the reliability of expert testimony and
therefore reduces the likelihood of future miscarriages of justice remains to be seen.

Case law from England and Wales
The admissibility of search dog evidence in England and Wales was first established in
1994, in R v Pieterson.67 The case involved an armed robbery in Marston, Oxford, in
May 1993. During the robbery money and property was stolen and placed into a dark
blue holdall type bag fitted with a shoulder strap. Staff members of the club managed to
raise the alarm approximately five minutes after the robbers had left and the police
67
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attended immediately. One of the officers that responded was a police dog handler,
accompanied by her canine Ben. A search of the surrounding area was carried out along a
track established by the dog and a strap was found. Club staff identified the strap as being
from the holdall used in the robbery.

A blue holdall and other incriminating evidence was subsequently found at the address of
Matthew Pieterson. The holdall was designed to have a shoulder strap fitted, but this was
missing. Pieterson, together with another person, was consequently charged and
convicted of robbery. During the trial the details of the search, including the police dog
following a scent track and arriving at the strap, was admitted into evidence. Pieterson
appealed his conviction; one of the grounds of the appeal was that the evidence regarding
the tracker dog should not have been admitted, as such evidence was analogous to
hearsay evidence. There was only the handler’s testimony regarding the actions and
reactions of the canine and the latter could obviously not be cross examined. In addition,
it was argued that the evidence with regard to such a tracker dog should be considered
unreliable as a dog has a will of its own.

In the absence of any relevant British legal precedent the Court of Appeal relied on a
number of authorities from other jurisdictions. The court subsequently ruled that if a
proper foundation was laid for the reliability of the canine by reason of its training and
experience then the evidence should be admitted. However, the court emphasized two

safeguards. Firstly, the proper foundation must be laid with detailed evidence establishing
the reliability of the dog, and secondly, the trial judge must direct the jury to take care
and look with circumspection at the evidence of tracker dogs, with regard to the fact that
they may not be reliable and cannot be cross examined.68

In Pieterson the Court of Appeal found that a proper foundation had not been establish as
there had been insufficient details regarding the training and experience of the dog.
However, this was not deemed a material irregularity and the appeal failed. Pieterson
therefore established that canine searches, and the results obtained in the searches, are
admissible as evidence in courts in England and Wales, a judgment that reflects a
relatively uniform international position.69 However, the ruling is generic and applies to
all types of search dogs. The Pieterson ruling does not provide any guidance to the courts
on how ADC alerts should be interpreted and the probative value of an alert, whether
confirmed or unconfirmed, in establishing the presence of an accelerant.

Evidence relating to an unconfirmed ADC search was considered by Nottingham Crown
Court in 2011, in the trial of Fiona Adams. The case involved an arson fire in a private
house that tragically resulted in the deaths of two children.70 The investigation into the
origin and cause of the fire determined that the fire started inside the front door in the
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hallway of the ground floor and had been deliberately set. An ADC carried out a search
of the area of origin and alerted for the presence of one of its target substances. Suitable
sample were subsequently taken and submitted for laboratory analysis. The testing
produced a negative result for the presence of ignitable liquid meaning that the ADC
search produced an unconfirmed alert.71 The criminal investigation nevertheless
identified Adams as a suspect and she was charged with six offences including murder
and arson with intent to endanger life.72

During the prosecution phase of the trial evidence of the ADC alert in the area of origin
was introduced, despite the negative laboratory test result that had followed. This was not
robustly challenged by the defence and the unconfirmed ADC alert was accepted by the
court.73 The defence case was based on the premise that somebody else had started the
fire and the fact that the fire was an act of arson was not disputed in court. The trial
concluded in a not guilty verdict. As the case never progressed to appeal the unconfirmed
alert has never been subjected to a legal challenge over its admissibility and the courts
never had an opportunity to consider the issues relating to the reliability of unconfirmed
alerts. In addition, subsequent testing led the ADC handler to conclude that the dog had
actually alerted on pyrolysis products and not ILR.74
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Another attempt to adduce an unconfirmed ADC alert into a criminal trial was made in St
Albans Crown Court in August 2016, where five people were on trial for joint enterprise
arson.75 The case related to a fire that caused £500,000 worth of damage to a public
community center, and the cause of the fire was determined as a deliberate act. During
the fire investigation an ADC was deployed to search the area of origin and the dog
alerted for the presence of one of its target substances. Further forensic testing was
carried out but this gave a negative result for ignitable liquid. It was reported that the
results of the tests were not disclosed to the defence prior to the trial. During the trial the
prosecution attempted to establish that an accelerant had been used to start the fire, the
evidence of which relied entirely on the alert of the ADC. However, the defence
challenged this, bringing in an expert witness to dispute the Crown’s assertion that an
ADC alert provides evidence of an accelerant. On the second day of the trial the
prosecution disclosed that the forensic testing had found no evidence of the use of an
accelerant and the Crown conceded the point.76

The joint enterprise element of the arson offence was based primarily on CCTV footage
showing the five defendants within an enclosed area of the property shortly before the
fire began. However, the absence of any evidence as to who had started the fire and
alternative explanations for why the men were in that location resulted in the defence
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making a half-time submission for a ruling of no case to answer. This was accepted by
the judge and the defendants were acquitted.77

These two cases show that evidence relating to unconfirmed alerts by ADCs is deemed
admissible in the courts of England and Wales under the guidelines established as a result
of Pieterson. In the case of Fiona Adams, the evidence of an unconfirmed dog alert was
not challenged as it was not relevant to the defence argument and therefore was admitted
into evidence without regard to any of the issues surrounding reliability and probative
value. With a verdict of not guilty, the case never progressed to an appeal where the
admissibility of the ADC evidence could have been challenged. In the joint enterprise
arson case, the probative value of an ADC alert in determining the use of an accelerant
was challenged, resulting in the subsequent disclosure of the negative test results by the
prosecution. Exactly how the judge would have directed the jury with regard to the
unconfirmed alert of the ADC will never be known as the case was discontinued. As both
of these latter cases took place in Crown Courts and not an appellate court the binding
precedent of each case is limited. However, in the absence of a decision from a higher
court regarding evidence relating to unconfirmed ADC alerts, these cases are not
inconsequential.

Admissibility of expert evidence in the United States of America
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In the United States of America (USA) the courts traditionally relied on what was known
as a marketplace test when considering the admissibility of expert evidence. This test
required judges to consider any expert or expertise that consumers were willing to spend
money on as being sound enough for adducing in court. This clearly presented problems
as consumers were unlikely to consider the needs of the courts when making decisions on
what to buy and unreliable or invalid opinions may still have sold well.78

The first defined rules on expert evidence admissibility followed the Supreme Court of
the United States’ judgment in Frye v US (1923).79 The Frye ruling established the
‘general acceptance’ standard which required scientific evidence to be accepted as
reliable by the relevant scientific community before it could be admitted. The subsequent
enactment of Rule 702 of the 1975 Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE) required expert
testimony to be the result of reliable methodology and based on sufficient facts.
However, the failure to clarify whether the Frye test had been superseded meant that both
sets of rules could be applied in US courts.80 Furthermore, despite later legal
developments, Frye continues to be the admissibility test in California, District of
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Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and
Washington.81

The general acceptance test was reformed by the Supreme Court in the 1993 case of
Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.82 In summary, five key factors are
acknowledged in Daubert, and these should be considered by a court before determining
whether expert scientific testimony is scientifically valid and reliable. These are whether
a theory, method or technique:

(i) Can or has been tested,
(ii) Has been scrutinised through peer review and publication,
(iii) Has a known or potential rate of error,
(iv) Has existing standards and controls, and
(v) Has been generally accepted by a relevant scientific community.

The Supreme Court looked again at the issue of admissibility in General Electric Co v
Joiner in 1997,83 and verified the gate-keeping role of trial judges, stating that they may
exclude expert evidence where there are analytical gaps between the data and the
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opinions proffered. In Kumho Tire Co Ltd v Carmichael84 in 1999, the Supreme Court
further clarified that the gate-keeping role of judges did not only apply to the admission
or rejection of scientific evidence, but this discretion extended to all types of expert
evidence. These decisions resolved some confusion between the existing rules and,
alongside Daubert, these two cases now form part of what is commonly referred to as the
Daubert Trilogy.

Following Daubert, FRE 702 was amended and the admissibility of such evidence can
now be seen to rely on six points. These can be summarised as: reliability, peer review,
defined error rate, general acceptance, recognised methodology and relevance to the
case.85 In addition, FRE 702 forces courts to examine the empirical underpinning of all
such testimony and to exclude evidence connected to the data only by the opinion of an
expert.86

Case law from the United States of America
In comparison to England and Wales, there is considerably more case law relating to
ADC evidence from courts in the USA. The history of ADC evidence in the USA
criminal justice system illustrates not only the disputes that surround the subject, but also
the different views on the admissibility of such testimony. Prior to 1995, courts routinely
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held that unconfirmed ADC alerts were admissible as substantive proof of the presence of
an accelerant.87 The first appellate court to consider the issue, the Delaware Supreme
Court in Reisch v State88 in 1993, affirmed the trial judge’s decision to admit the
testimony of an ADC. This view began to change in 1996 with the case of People v
Acri89 where the appellate court of Illinois, a Frye jurisdiction, was faced with conflicting
expert evidence caused by the growing disagreement within the fire investigation
community over the value of unconfirmed ADC alerts. The court declined to rule on the
issue and instead decided to exclude all of the relevant evidence from the courtroom.90
The court’s decision in Acri reflected a growing concern over unconfirmed alerts in the
fire investigation community in the USA.

A notable case involving ADC evidence is the conviction, appeal and subsequent
exoneration of Weldon Wayne Carr in Georgia.91 This case involved lengthy legal
processes that took place between 1993 and 2004, covering a number of controversial
aspects such as evidence given at trial by an ADC handler on the significance of
unconfirmed alerts. On 7 April 1993 Weldon Carr and his wife, Patricia, were asleep in
the same bed when they awoke to find their home filled with smoke. During their
attempts to escape they became separated and Mr Carr subsequently jumped from a
window and raised the alarm. The fire department responded and found Mrs Carr inside
87
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the house. She was taken to hospital where she died three days later. The investigation
concluded that the fire was arson and Weldon Carr was arrested and charged with
murder.

During the fire investigation an ADC was deployed to search the house. The dog alerted
in twelve separate locations but the subsequent laboratory testing found no evidence of an
ignitable liquid in any of the samples. The prosecution team then retested the samples at
another laboratory and these too came back negative. However, during the trial the ADC
handler testified that the unconfirmed alerts were evidence of the presence of an ignitable
liquid accelerant. The defence fire expert, whose role included commenting on the known
science of ADCs at the time, was prevented from giving evidence after the judge ruled
that he was not qualified to do so as he was not an ADC handler. Carr was subsequently
convicted and sentence to life imprisonment.92

Carr appealed his conviction to the Supreme Court of Georgia and one avenue of appeal
contested the admissibility of the unconfirmed alerts. Between the time of the initial trial
and the appeal both the Forensic Science Committee of the International Association of
Arson Investigators and the Technical Committee on Fire Investigations of the National
Fire Protection Association had published documents disputing the reliability of
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unconfirmed ADC alerts as evidence of accelerants.93 Carr’s appeal lawyers were
therefore able to raise doubts over the admissibility of ADC evidence. On 10 March
1997, after several months of deliberation, the court overturned Carr’s conviction on the
basis that the trial judge had erred in admitting the unconfirmed alert evidence. Despite
the appeal ruling the State expressed an intention to retry the case and, as a result, Carr
remained on indictment for six more years. He was finally exonerated in June 2004 when
no further legal proceedings had been initiated.94

The decision in Carr can be considered a watershed ruling. It took place during a period
when the reliability of ADC unconfirmed alerts as evidence of accelerants was being
questioned and subsequently rejected by the fire investigation scientific community.
Nevertheless, this ruling has not prevented such evidence from being presented by
prosecutors and it has not stopped courts from admitting it.

In Yell v Commonwealth,95 such evidence was admitted by the trial judge, and a
Kentucky appeal court later affirmed this decision. Following a fatal fire investigation,
Robert Yell was charged with multiple offences including murder and arson. The trial
was held in February 2006 and Yell was convicted of offences including arson and
manslaughter and sentenced to fifty-two years in prison.
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During the investigation an ADC had alerted to six locations in the fire scene and
samples were taken for laboratory analysis. None of the six samples tested positive for an
ignitable liquid. The defence objected to the admission of the unconfirmed alerts and
submitted a pre-trial suppression motion arguing that there was no scientific support or
legal authority in Kentucky for its admissibility. During a Daubert style hearing, the
court heard evidence from the ADC handler who described the training methods of his
dog and testified that false alerts were caused by the ability of the dog to detect lower
levels of accelerant than the laboratory equipment could. Despite the fact that the ADC
had not been recertified for at least four months prior to the fire the court allowed the
evidence, stating that the handler would generally be able to tell if the ADC alert was
false or not.96

On appeal to the Supreme Court of Kentucky, lawyers for Yell argued that there was no
legal authority to allow such evidence pursuant to Daubert and no scientific evidence to
support the reported ability of the ADCs to detect lower levels of ILR than laboratory
equipment. The Commonwealth countered by arguing that Daubert did not apply in ADC
cases as there was no scientific basis for the detection of ILR by a canine’s sense of
smell. The appeal judges ruled that Daubert was inappropriate in the case of ADC,
stating that foundational evidence regarding the canine’s training and history together
with the handler’s qualifications were a better way to judge reliability. In addition the
court was satisfied on the reliability of the ADC despite the negative laboratory test
96
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results. The appeal was therefore dismissed. However, it is worth noting that there was a
dissenting opinion on the ADC evidence which recorded that, by approving the testimony
of an unconfirmed alert, the Supreme Court of Kentucky was supplanting scientific
procedure with an investigative technique.

Yell’s legal team filed motions in 2011 and 2012, which were denied, but in May 2016 a
motion claiming that the forensic evidence used at trial was now known to be unreliable
was granted. On 28 December 2016, the judgment and conviction were vacated and a
new trial of Yell was ordered.97 However, this decision has since been appealed by the
Commonwealth98 and the case is currently sitting in the Kentucky Court of Appeals.

Herbert Landry went on trial for arson in Utah in 2006, following a fire in an apartment
complex.99 During his trial, evidence of unconfirmed ADC alerts were admitted into
court even though the Utah Court of Appeals in 2002 had concluded that testimony based
on ADC alerts must either be corroborated by laboratory analysis or satisfy the test for
admissibility of expert testimony.100
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An ADC had alerted three times in the bedroom, and later on, also on a shoe and sock
belonging to Landry. However, laboratory testing showed that the only ignitable
substance present in the bedroom floor board samples was heptane, a component of the
construction adhesive used to glue down carpets and components of a subfloor.101 The
shoe and the sock tested negative for ILR in laboratory analysis. Despite this the dog
handler went on to testify for the prosecution and even stated that the dog’s detection
capabilities were more sensitive than laboratory analysis.102 All evidence against Landry
was circumstantial, but with the help of the ADC alerts, the police investigators and the
prosecution could piece together an incriminating hypothesis whereby Landry looked like
a credible suspect.

In 2016 the Utah Court of Appeals overturned Landry’s conviction, and stated that:

“Not only did [the dog’s] alerts on the sock and shoe suggest to the jury that an
accelerant was used, but it also tied the accelerant to Landry’s person,
undermining the defense’s theory that perhaps someone other than Landry was
responsible for causing the fire.”103

This case provides an excellent example of tunnel vision and case construction, as
without the unconfirmed dog alerts tying the suspect to the crime scene and to a
101
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suspected accelerant the prosecution would not have had a case against Landry. By
relying on the evidence of the unconfirmed ADC alerts through investigation, trial and
appeals, the police and the prosecution effectively disregarded any accidental cause of the
fire as well as any alternative suspects. Landry’s successful appeal focused on ineffective
assistance of counsel, in particular the defence’s failure to object to the prosecution’s use
of the unconfirmed ADC evidence and to call an expert to refute such evidence. In
January 2017 the prosecution dismissed the charge and Landry was exonerated.

These cases illustrate the continuing variations in how courts in the USA view the
admissibility of unconfirmed ADC alerts. This disparity across state jurisdictions depends
largely on the applicable rules of evidence and the factors that the court use to determine
reliability of evidence. Out of the forty states that base admissibility standards on the
Federal Rules of Evidence, unconfirmed alerts have been admitted in all but one, and
other states have referred to Daubert in deciding to admit ADC unconfirmed alerts. In
contrast, the three states where courts have ruled unconfirmed alerts inadmissible based
their refusal to admit the evidence on the fact that there was a lack of a ‘general accepted
scientific theory’ as set out in Frye.104

Admissibility of expert evidence in Canada
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The classic Canadian legal statement on the admissibility of expert evidence can be
summed up by the 1931 case of Kelliher (Village of) v Smith105 in which the Supreme
Court of Canada ruled that:
“The subject matter of the inquiry must be such that ordinary people are unlikely
to form a correct judgment about it, if unassisted by persons with special
knowledge.”
In effect, this standard meant that for an expert’s opinion to be admitted, it must only
need to be considered helpful to the court. However, the concern over the potential for
expert witnesses to overwhelm legal proceedings and distort the fact-finding process led
to a 1994 landmark ruling on admissibility by the Supreme Court of Canada. The
decision in R v Mohan106 noted that the admittance of expert evidence was governed by
four factors; relevance, necessity to assist the trier of fact, the absence of an exclusory
rule and the proper qualification of the expert. This effectively changed the traditional
view of expert evidence needing only to be ‘helpful’ to a higher standard requiring that it
must be necessary to resolve the dispute. In addition, the decision in Mohan emphasised
that the expert evidence should be excluded if the potential for prejudice substantially
outweighed the probative value.107
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This ruling that the prejudicial effect of admitting the evidence must not overshadow its
probative value was affirmed in 1998 in R v B.M.;108 a ruling that also noted that the
influence of an expert’s testimony on a jury may be out of proportion to its reliability. In
order to ensure reliability the court stated that an expert must express an opinion that is in
common use within the relevant scientific community. This statement can be seen to echo
the ‘general acceptance’ standard laid down in Frye in the USA. However, in R v J (JL)109 in 1999, the Supreme Court of Canada reviewed the criteria laid down in Mohan,
rejecting the general acceptance theory seen in Frye and instead accepting the reliability
framework of Daubert. The court’s decision emphasised that trial judges must take
seriously the role of ‘gatekeepers’ in scrutinising expert testimony.

In 2008 the Canadian Federal Court Rules Committee reported that experts advocating on
behalf of a party can diminish both the reliability and the usefulness of the expert’s
evidence.110 Nonetheless, a year later, in R v Abbey111 in 2009, the Court of Appeal for
Ontario restated and expanded both the Mohan criteria and the role of judges as
gatekeepers. The ruling treated the admissibility assessment of expert evidence as a two
stage process; assessing preconditions to admissibility and protecting the trier of fact
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from insufficiently probative testimony. The court stated that four preconditions must be
met:

(i) The proposed opinion must relate to a subject matter that is properly the subject of
expert opinion evidence;
(ii) The witness must be qualified to give the opinion;
(iii) The proposed opinion must not run afoul of any exclusory rule apart entirely
from the expert opinion rule; and
(iv) The proposed opinion must be logically relevant to a material issue.

If all four preconditions are met the trial judge can then move to act as a gatekeeper,
deciding whether the expert evidence is sufficiently beneficial to the trial process. 112

Case law from Canada
In Canada the first attempt to introduce an unconfirmed ADC alert into evidence took
place in Ontario in the case of R v Hughes113 in 2005. The case was the result of a nonfatal fire. The fire investigator determined that the fire had been deliberately lit in two
locations in the garage of a house and that an ignitable liquid accelerant had been used.
CCTV cameras mounted on the premises recorded a BMW car leaving the scene as the
112
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fire started. As a result of the criminal investigation John Hughes was arrested. He owned
a BMW car and an ADC search of the car was carried out. The dog alerted on the floor of
the car and samples were submitted to the Centre of Forensic Sciences (CFS) for testing.
The test did not detect any ILR.

In a preliminary hearing in December 2005 the dog handler testified that his ADC had
detected an accelerant on the floor of the vehicle. The court also heard that there was
evidence that the ability of a properly trained dog to find accelerant can be superior to the
tests carried out by the CFS. At the end of the hearing Hughes was ordered to stand trial
on four counts of attempted murder and four counts of arson. Hughes subsequently
applied to the Ontario Superior Court of Justice to quash the order to stand trial on the
eight counts. The appeal, which was heard in May 2007, was based on potential
jurisdictional errors by the preliminary hearing judge and did not involve the ADC
evidence. However, in refusing the application the Superior Court reaffirmed that an
accelerant had been used.

The case returned to the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in June 2008.114 This time the
defence was specifically challenging the admissibility of the unconfirmed alert evidence
of the ADC. The Crown was seeking to rely on the unconfirmed alert to prove that an
accelerant was present in the area that the dog had signaled. This would link the
defendant to the arson scene and provide supporting evidence that the fire had been
114
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deliberately set. The ADC handler testified once again, detailing the ADC’s training and
experience and described the annual certification process. However, under questioning
the handler conceded that canine alerts that were not confirmed by laboratory analysis
should not be relied upon as evidence of the presence of an accelerant. The handler went
on to say that, in his experience, approximately 60% of samples taken following his dog’s
alerts subsequently tested negative. Further testimony was received from an analytical
chemist at the CFS who confirmed the current scientific view that such alerts are not
valid. In addition, the chemist testified that the sensitivity of ADCs and laboratory
equipment was largely the same. Following the testimony received, and a review of the
current scientific position on ADC alert evidence, the court ruled that the evidence of the
unconfirmed alert would not be admitted as evidence for the presence of an accelerant.

The view that unconfirmed alerts should not be admitted was also found in civil
proceedings. In 2007, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice considered a case with
evidence relating to four unconfirmed ADC alerts.115 Samples taken from the scene were
tested in two separate laboratories but no evidence of ILR was found. The court heard
evidence from a fire investigator who had a written agreement with the ADC handler that
unless there was laboratory confirmation the ADC alerts were ‘meaningless’. The court
consequently found that no reliance could be placed on the alleged four alerts with regard
to determining the cause of the fire.
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Nonetheless, these decisions have not stopped Canadian courts from considering
unconfirmed ADC alerts as reliable evidence of accelerants. In R v Ammar,116 in 2012,
the Provincial Court of Alberta considered an appeal following a preliminary hearing in
which Zeidan Ammar was ordered to stand trial for arson. During the fire investigation
into a serious 2010 fire at a restaurant and hotel an ADC search was carried out resulting
in four alerts. Following the laboratory analysis only one of the four alerts was confirmed
with the finding of a light petroleum distillate. For the purpose of the preliminary inquiry
the ADC handler was deemed an expert and gave opinion evidence that the dog was more
sensitive than the laboratory equipment. A forensic chemist testified that the laboratory
equipment did not always detect an ignitable liquid following a dog alert but was unable
to say without more research whether the dog was in error in such cases. In reaching its
decision that Ammar should stand trial, the accepted the ADC unconfirmed alerts as
evidence of ignitable liquid in all four of the alert locations and the chemist’s view that
the capabilities of accelerant detection dogs are more sensitive than laboratory
equipment. However this was only a preliminary hearing, the purpose of which was to
determine if there was sufficient evidence upon which a jury could convict. In reaching a
decision the judge stated that the quality and reliability of the evidence were issues for
the subsequent trial.

Issues surrounding the admissibility of unconfirmed ADC alerts
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Even though the use of ‘junk science’ in courts has been acknowledged since the
1990s,117 and efforts have been made in the last decade to improve the quality of sciences
as well as the understanding of the scope and limitations of sciences, 118 England and
Wales, Canada and the USA still have rather lax attitudes when it comes to admitting
certain types of evidence. A 2013 comparative study of four adversarial jurisdictions
(those included here plus Australia) concluded that there were serious problems
associated with the use of forensic and medical evidence in court, and that admissibility
standards in these jurisdictions frequently did not “contribute to the exclusion (or
informed systematic evaluation) of unreliable and speculative forms of incriminating
opinion evidence in courts”.119

Cases outlined in this article show that despite sophisticated admissibility frameworks
and rules of evidence regarding expert testimony, there are still marked inconsistencies in
the way that the courts view unconfirmed ADC alert evidence. In the USA the fire
investigation scientific community developed the view that such alerts should not be
regarded as valid evidence as long ago as 1994, a position that was ratified by the NFPA
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through an emergency amendment in 1996.120 In 2012 the Canine Accelerant Detection
Association (CADA), the oldest and largest professional association of those involved in
ADCs, finally agreed and published a position paper stating that no prosecutor or ADC
handler should ever testify that an ignitable liquid is present without laboratory
confirmation.121 However these views, together with watershed court rulings such as
Carr, have not prevented such evidence coming before the courts.122 In England and
Wales, and Canada, recent criminal cases have also seen prosecutors attempting to
introduce unconfirmed alerts though the admissibility gateways.

In judging whether to admit expert evidence the trial judge must decide on the veracity
and validity of individual expert testimony, and the court must be satisfied that an expert
witness is qualified to give opinion evidence on the matter in hand.123 In the case of
search dog evidence the courts will generally assess the knowledge and experience of the
handler and the training of the dog and, if satisfied this enable the handler to give expert
opinion testimony. However, fire scene searches should be treated as a special case.
Unlike with most crime related search dogs that are trained to find illicit substances such
as drugs or explosives, the target substances of ADCs are common products. The fact that
an ADC has alerted in a fire scene does not mean an accelerant has been found. Even if
the dog has correctly identified an ILR and not a pyrolysis product, the located substance
120
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would need to be put into the context of the fire scene and assessed regarding the ignition
sequence and development of the fire. Only then could it be considered as an accelerant.

To put such an interpretation of facts before a court would need expert opinion evidence
to be presented by a qualified and experienced fire investigator. However, not all ADC
handlers are fire investigators. Some, such as the London Fire Brigade’s Fire
Investigation Search Dog Team undoubtedly are, as their handlers are only recruited from
experienced and qualified fire investigators. Elsewhere, ADC handlers have come from a
wide variety of backgrounds, for example, recruited from the police, from a nonoperational fire service role or from the general population.124

An expert testifying beyond their area of expertise has long been recognised as a cause of
flawed evidence that can ultimately lead to wrongful convictions. It must therefore be
argued that ADC handlers without detailed knowledge of fire investigation would testify
outside of their specialist knowledge if they gave opinion evidence on the use of
accelerants in a fire scene, and if admitted, such testimony is often unreliable and grossly
misleading. For example, in Hughes two ADC handlers instructed the court that although
the standard texts on which they relied called for laboratory confirmation, given a choice
between the manuals and the dog both would “choose the dog”.
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The pressure on prosecutors to introduce unconfirmed alerts may increase where the
determination that a fire was deliberately set is based entirely on the opinion of the expert
fire investigator. Legal guidance in England and Wales advises the courts that where an
expert’s evidence is clear and uncontradicted then the jury should accept it.125 In effect
this means that, in cases of arson where the cause of the fire is disputed by the defendant,
the only way to challenge the prosecution case is with contrary expert testimony. This
defence approach would be supported by the 2005 English legal precedent set out in R v
Puaca126 which found that in cases where there is obvious difference between experts
that cannot be resolved then the defendant should be acquitted.

Expert witnesses are required to assist the court rather than the party that instructs them
but doubts over the ability of experts to remain impartial are common. The USA and
Canada have voiced similar concerns over the extensive use of experts in adversarial
proceedings and the danger that this presents. It is clear that any adversarial system
contains an inherent problem as two opposing views are presented to a group of lay
people who form the jury, and truth is not necessarily a part of the fact-finding mission
that the opposing sides pursue through, for example, the use of experts.127 A 2002 survey
of judges and attorneys in the USA found that adversarial bias, which arises as a result of
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a party to court proceedings retaining an expert to advance its cause, 128 was considered to
be the single most important problem with expert testimony in the courtroom.129
Furthermore, a 2016 UK survey found that a third of expert witnesses reported being
pressured to change their evidence in a way that damaged their impartiality and that half
had come across a ‘hired gun’ in court.130

Forensic evidence supporting the cause of the fire as arson would be of great value in
resolving a dispute between experts. A laboratory test that confirmed the presence of an
ignitable liquid would clearly provide compelling evidence to support the presence of an
accelerant and, if available, it is inconceivable that a prosecutor would not seek to
introduce the test results as evidence. Attempts by handlers and prosecutors to explain the
lack of a positive laboratory test as simply due to the increased sensitivity of ADCs over
laboratory equipment ignores not only the reliability concerns over unconfirmed alerts
but also the capabilities of modern forensic equipment. Therefore, attempts to adduce
unconfirmed alerts can be seen as an attempt to persuade a jury that there is evidence of
an accelerant when, in fact, the opposite is the case.

Probative versus prejudicial value
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Misrepresentation of the strength or value of scientific evidence through expert opinion
testimony is a potential cause of wrongful convictions. Presenting evidence as probative
when in fact it is not can result in a false picture of guilt,131 whereby circumstantial
factors that support the incriminating hypothesis become exaggerated while other equally
viable lines of enquiry may be ignored or their potential value minimised.132 The
importance of fire investigators ensuring that the evidence they provide, not only in court
proceedings but also to criminal investigations, is scientifically valid, reliable and robust
cannot be overstated.

To regard an ADC alert as confirmation of the use of an accelerant in a fire scene
considerably overstates the probative value of the actual evidence. Given that the view of
the fire investigation scientific community is that an unconfirmed ADC alert should not
even be considered as providing proof of the presence of ILR, let alone an accelerant, the
probative value of an unconfirmed alert is minimal. Yet the popularity of dogs often
results in juries assigning great weight to their related evidence. In 1994, in People v
Cruz,133 the Supreme Court of Illinois noted the practice of attributing ‘superstitious awe’
to the capabilities of a dog’s sense of smell. The effect that these beliefs have on the
judicial process can be demonstrated by the opinion of the prosecutor in the case of Carr
who, following the conviction, stated that juries would rather believe a dog than a
131
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person.134 The fact that ADC evidence can be so persuasive to juries may be considered a
lifeline by prosecutors struggling to demonstrate forensic proof that a fire was the result
of arson, and may indicate bias within the investigation in the form of case construction.
Even the term ‘accelerant detection canine’ can be misleading as it suggests that the dogs
are detecting accelerants rather than ignitable liquids. An accelerant detector that
indicated during a search could easily be construed by a juror that an accelerant had
really been detected. This point has recently been recognised by the NFPA who have
moved to change the description of the dogs to “ignitable liquid detection canines”, a
change currently planned to be introduced with the publication of the 2020 edition of
NFPA 921.135

The courts of England and Wales, the USA and Canada all have a duty to ensure that
legal proceedings are fair. The fact that an unconfirmed ADC alert has such limited value
in proving the presence of an accelerant compared with the weight that juries are likely to
attribute to the handler’s testimony means that the prejudicial effect of admitting the
evidence is almost certain to outweigh its probative value. In England and Wales, the
courts have a general discretion to exclude prosecution evidence under Section 78 of the
Police and Criminal Evidence Act (PACE) 1984 if it appears that admission of the
evidence would have such an adverse effect on the fairness of the proceedings that the
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court ought not to admit it. Under PACE, the test that is applied is effectively the
common-law test for the exclusion of evidence, namely whether the prejudicial effect of
admitting the evidence outweighs the likely probative value.136

In the USA, rule 403 of the FRE enables courts to exclude relevant evidence if its
probative value is substantially outweighed by a danger of unfair prejudice or misleading
a jury. In the 2006 case of State v Sharp137 a New Jersey superior court considered rule
403 and decided that the probative value of unconfirmed ADC alerts was minimal and
carried a substantial risk of confusing the issues and misleading the jury. The judge went
on to say that such evidence went to the heart of the issue, whether the cause of the fire
was accidental or deliberate, and the prejudicial effect substantially outweighed the
probative value, and the evidence was excluded.

In Canada, the landmark decision in Mohan stated that expert evidence should be
excluded if the potential for prejudice substantially outweighed the probative value and
this decision was later reaffirmed in R v B.M. In addition, expert testimony was
recognised as having an influence over the trier of fact that may be out of proportion to
its reliability and that expert evidence should not be admitted where there is a danger that
it will be misused or will distort the fact-finding process.
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These legislative and procedural frameworks give clear guidance that courts should not
admit evidence where to do so would be unfair to the defendant. Admitting unconfirmed
ADC alerts that are considered by all scientific fire investigators and by CADA to have
virtually no probative value for the presence of an accelerant, yet are likely to be viewed
as reliable and compelling evidence by the jury, should be regarded as highly prejudicial
and such opinion testimony should be excluded. In addition, investigators, ADC handlers
and prosecutors should not seek to present such flawed and misleading evidence to juries.

Conclusion
This article has shown that fire and arson investigations are very challenging and these
must, therefore, follow strict scientific methodology to produce evidence that is valid,
robust and reliable, forensically sound, and which can be presented in court. One area of
major concern that has been examined is the identification of the use of an ignitable
liquid accelerant to aid the ignition or spread of a fire. The use of an ADC in detecting
ILR is common, however, if an ADC has alerted to the presence of a target substance this
must be confirmed through laboratory testing. However, as this article has highlighted,
this does not always take place and, where such testing is carried out, negative results
disproving the ADC alert may not be disclosed or raised in court.

This leads to a number of critical issues from (alleged) crime scene to court and through
to any attempt to appeal a subsequent conviction. There are links between the use of

unconfirmed ADC alerts and what is known as tunnel vision and case construction within
criminal investigations. Using unconfirmed dog alerts to build a false picture of guilt
around one suspect not only disregards an accidental cause of a fire, but it also effectively
eliminates other potential suspects. Unconfirmed ADC alerts have been, and continue to
be, admitted into courts in England and Wales, USA and Canada. Cases referred to in this
article have shown that there is no uniform approach to the admissibility of unconfirmed
dog alerts even within the same jurisdiction. To suggest that this is problematic is an
understatement. An unconfirmed ADC alert has minimal probative value but can, when
presented in court, have immense prejudicial consequences.

ADCs are valuable investigative tools and handler testimony can rightly be used as
evidence of a recognised search technique. However, the presentation of unconfirmed
ADC alerts as evidence of arson is not compatible with modern forensic and scientific
standards. The authors conclude that ADC alerts should only be admitted into court as
such alongside evidence from laboratory analysis confirming that an ignitable liquid is
indeed present and from a fire investigator regarding its context in the fire scene. Failure
to produce confirmatory laboratory analysis should render the presentation of the ADC
alert as evidence of the presence of ILR inadmissible in all courts. Furthermore, any
conviction where unconfirmed ADC alerts have been used as evidence of arson needs to
be re-examined within the context of a new appeal.

